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DEHBIA ACHAB
where Um(G,s) is a product of <^(©,5) and some gamma factor, more precisely TZ^,.)-^"^-^^^-!)...?^-"^1)^(6,.)
T(s) being the usual Euler gamma function.
Later, in [15] , A. Krieg studied the Koecher zeta function for the hermitian matrices with quaternionic coefficients defined by C(5» = ^ De^AA*)- where 0 is the ring of Hurwitz integers.
This work is situated in a more general context. In fact, we define the Koecher zeta series associated to a self-adjoint Euclidean Jordan algebra representation and we obtain the above zeta series as particular cases of it. More precisely, let V be an Euclidean simple Jordan algebra of dimension n and rank m, E an Euclidean space of dimension N, (j) a regular self-adjoint representation of V in the space Sym(E) of symmetric morphisms of E. Let Q be the quadratic form associated to ^>, fl, the symmetric cone associated to V and G(^) its automorphism group
(Jfi) We assume that V and E have Q-structures VQ and EQ respectively and that (f> is defined over Q.
Let L be a lattice in EQ.
We define the zeta series associated to (j) and L by the following :
where L' = {I e L | det(Q(l)) ^ 0} and Fo is some arithmetic subgroup of GL(E) which we will precise.
Recall that the primitive rank of a Jordan algebra is the cardinality of a maximal complete system of primitive orthogonal idempotents. A Jordan algebra is said to be split if its rank equals its primitive rank. This article is composed of three parts; the first consisting in the proof of Theorem 1 by using reduction theory, the second is an adaptation of the classical method to prove Theorem 2 and the last one gives some examples.
Construction and convergence of the zeta series.
Let V be a simple Euclidean Jordan algebra with unity e, of dimension n and rank m, E an Euclidean space of dimension N, (f) a representation of V in the space Sym(£') of self-adjoint endomorphisms of E such that Va;, y C V, (f>(xy) = J(<^)<^) + 0Q/)<^)), and Q : E -> V the quadratic form associated to (f) determined by
For x e V, we denote by L(x) the multiplication endomorphism, L(x) : V -> V,y ^-> xy and by P(x) the quadratic representation of V, i.e
. Let fl. be the symmetric cone associated to V and G(Sl) the automorphism group of 0, In the sequel, we assume that 0 is regular, that is 3$ e E such that det(Q(0) 7^ 0; then Q(£') = 0 where 0 is the closure of Q,. We assume too that 0(e) = id^.
(ifi) Assume that V, E and ^ are defined over Q, that is there exists a Q-Jordan subalgebra VQ of V, and a Q-subspace EQ of £' such that V = VQ <g)Q R, E=EQ (g)Q R, and for each a; € VQ we have (j){x) e Sym(E)o.
Let L be a lattice in the space EQ. In all the sequel, we denote by det the determinant in the Jordan algebra and by Det the usual determinant of matrices.
Arithmetic subgroups associated to (f) and L.
Let
ff is non empty because, for each invertible x e V,
It is clear that H is an algebraic subgroup of GL{V) x GL(E). As 0 is defined over Q then it is the same for H. If 71-1 and TT^ are the projections of JEf, then the groups 7Ti(l:f) and TT^H) are algebraic, defined over Q, we denote them by (7(0) and F((f>) respectively.
Notice that (7(0) C G(^) and that TT^ is injective. Denote by F and G the identity connected components of F{(J)) and G(0) for the ordinary topologies respectively. Consider the map Proof. -(1) Denote by f and Q the Lie algebras of F and G respectively. It suffices to show that the differential dp : f -> Q is surjective. We start by showing the following lemma : LEMMA 1.1.2. -For each x e V we have (f)(x) e f and dp((f)(x)) = 2L{x).
Proof of the lemma. -For x € V, ^ € E,t € R, 0(exp(<^)).0 = Q(^(exp(^)).0 = P(exp(to)).Q(0 =exp(2^(rr)).Q(0 then p(exp(^(a;))) = exp(2tL(x)), and,
As 0 is generated by the L(x),x C V, then the lemma shows that dp is surjective. 
The above formula shows that the coefficients of p(f) are polynomials of degree 2, with rational coefficients, in the coefficients of /.
where I(V) is the set of all invertible elements of V. It follows that
The last assertion is a direct consequence of the properties
As p is a surjective Q-morphism of algebraic groups, then F = p(ro) is an arithmetic subgroup of
, V^ e ^.
Reduction theory.
The following hypothesis is essential to use in this context reduction theory and to obtain some Minkowski inequality.
(H'z)
In all the sequel, we assume that VQ is a split Jordan algebra, that is, its primitive rank (which is the cardinality of maximal system of primitive orthogonal idempotents), equals its rank.
As rank(V) = m, then the assumption (H^) implies that there exists in VQ a complete system of orthogonal primitive idempotents {ci,..., Cm} which we will fix along this paper.
The corresponding Peirce decomposition
where the A^ are reals, and for each y in V, the y^ are the Peirce components of y, with respect to the Jordan frame {ci,..., Cm}-The order on the pairs (z,j) is the lexicographic one.
ZETA FUNCTIONS OF JORDAN ALGEBRAS REPRESENTATIONS
Proof-As the Peirce decomposition is defined over Q, then there exists some basis of VQ whose each element lies in some V^Q-An element of G{(f)) lies in P iff its matrix in such a basis is upper triangular. D Now consider the subgroup A of G defined by
-A is a maximal Q-split algebraic torus ofP (cf. [15] , chapter 2, proposition 3.5).
We denote by N the unipotent radical of P, N={teP\\i,=l Vzj}.
We know (cf. [15] ), that
the operation D being defined by
xny=L(xy)-^[L(x),L{y)}
(cf [15] , Chapter 6, Theorem 6.3.6).
Let K be the maximal compact subgroup of G((f)) defined by
where e is the unity of V. Then we have the Iwasawa decomposition of 
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The Peirce componants of x are as follows :
•-^jE^ii
So we find the following inequality :^^F^W and the announced result is just a consequence of the above lemma. D
<f>(x).fi = K.(f>(x).h so, if b <= G(<^>), then x € b-\Q(L')) ^ 31 € L', 3f £ F(^). a; = fr-1^^) = Q(fl).
Analytic continuation and the functional equation.
We use the classical method which consists to see the zeta series as the Mellin transform of the theta series associated to the representation (/) and the lattice L, and the functional equation is a consequence of the transformation formula of the theta series.
First recall some results about zeta integrals.
Zeta integrals associated to (/).
For each function / in the Schwartz space S{E)^ the zeta integral associated to the representation 0 is defined by 
FQ being the Koecher-Gindikin gamma function of the cone Q,, that is
Theta series associated to (f) and L.
For each / € S{E), the theta series associated to (f> and L is defined 
where / is the Fourier transform of / and L* is the dual lattice of L, that is Moreover, as there exists k e K such that P(^==A;P(^)a:
(cf. [15] , Chapter 14, Lemma 14.1.2), then
($)). If the arithmetic subgroup To is self-adjoint, then the theta series ©(^, /, L) is F-invariant i.e.
e(rr,/,^)=e(a;,/,L) V7er. 
Proof. -Assume / positive and s real, then
ber-a and as Otherwise,
On an other side, as
i.e.
We deduce that 5_(5,/,L) is analytic on its convergence domain and as 24-(s,/,L) is analytic on C, then the above equation gives the analytic continuation of 5_(s,/,L) as analytic function on C. It is also the same for the Mellin transform 5(5, /, L) which is given by
Moreover, it satisfies to the functional equation 
Analytic continuation and functional equation.
From the above, we deduce
. ^----r Z(/, -5)
7T'7 ^^l^"â nd finally, we have the theorem : has the same properties than CL^).
Examples.
In this section we look at some examples of zeta functions.
Case of symmetric real matrices.
Let V = Sym(m, R) be the Jordan algebra with the product A o B = -(AB+BA), then the symmetric associated cone is the cone ^ of positive definite symmetric real matrices. Let E = M(m,n,R) (with n ^ m), and (f) the representation
The associated quadratic form Q is given by Q($) = ^',V$ C E. ($' is the adjoint of ^.) Let VQ = Sym(m,Q), then VQ is a split Q-structure of V, and let EQ = M(m,n,Q) and L the lattice L = M(m,n,Z). It is clear that (f) is defined over Q, moreover, the arithmetic group GL(m^7i) is a finite-index subgroup of To, where which is the classical Koecher zeta function.
Case of Hermitian complex matrices.
Let V = Herm(m, C) be the Jordan algebra with the above product "o", E = M(m, 7i, C) (with n ^ m), and 0 the representation (^=.r^v^ey,$e^.
The associated quadratic form is given by Q(^) = ^'.
Let K be an imaginary quadratic field and 0 its ring of integers. Then VQ = Herm(m, K) is a split Q-structure of V and the space EQ = M{m^n^K) is a Q-structure of £'. Let L be the lattice L = M(m,7i,0), then it is clear that the representation (f) is defined over Q, and the group GL(m^ 0) is of finite index in Fo, and we obtain the zeta series 
